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Facts

Canada is among the OECD countries that spend the most on health care. Ottawa’s 
health care transfers to the provinces have doubled since 2006, from $20 billion to 
$40 billion in 2019-20, with nothing to show for it.

The fundamental problem is that we are the only developed country where the 
government has a monopoly on medically required care. All other OECD countries 
have mixed private-public systems and (with the exception of the United States) 
universal systems that guarantee citizens equal access.

Patients in these countries have a lot more choice than Canadians. They can be 
treated in public or private hospitals, with the government or their private insurance 
paying for the treatment. Wait times are non-existent or very short, and nobody is 
denied care because of low income.

Our Plan 

It is up to the provinces to implement reforms in line with the more efficient and less 
costly mixed universal systems of other developed countries. Throwing more federal 
money at the problem is not the right approach. On the contrary, it is part of the 
problem. Provincial governments will never make the tough decisions if they can 
always blame Ottawa for not sending enough money. We must end the current 
confusion over who does what and who is responsible for the problem.

A People’s Party government will:
• Replace the Canada Health Transfer cash payments with a permanent transfer 
of tax points of equivalent value to the provinces and territories, to give them a 
stable source of revenue. In practice, Ottawa will give up its Goods and Services Tax 
(GST), and let provincial and territorial governments occupy this fiscal room. In 
2019-20, the GST is expected to bring in $40 billion in revenues, the same amount 
currently transferred by Ottawa.
• Establish a temporary program to compensate poorer provinces whose 
revenues from the tax will be lower than the transfer payments they used to receive.
• Create the conditions for provincial and territorial governments to innovate. 
They will be fully responsible for health care funding and management, and fully 
accountable to their citizens for the results, while Ottawa will respect the 
Constitution and stop meddling.


